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Greetings:
Another month has brought us past mid-year already. This is getting scary! What is happening to our
TIME? Is it because we are in the midst of a shift? Even the younger generation is making the same
inquiries. So it is not because I am getting “up there”! This only makes me realize more how precious our
time upon our Earth is. It makes me get up a little earlier when I would love to stay cozied up with my
comforter a little longer. It makes me pay more attention to what really needs to be done with my life
each day. And the best realization is that the speeding of time does not make me Speed up my life…..I
will savor each beautiful day to the fullest! AHO! Honey in the Heart, Grandmother Whitedeer

A Message from Archangel Michael:
As an aspirant on the Path, greater and greater cosmic truths will be revealed to you. However,
you should be aware that the lesser principles of ageless wisdom will constantly be expanded to
incorporate the unique rules, laws and truths of the next level of existence, in a never-ending cycle of
ascension in consciousness. Ascension is mind-expanding, the passing from one state of consciousness
to a higher state of Being. We are endeavoring to assist you to gradually expand your awareness to
include all humanity, the Earth, the solar system and its workings, the galaxy and even beyond.

You are slowly withdrawing your attention and your energy from your old, dysfunctional thirdfourth-dimensional reality; therefore, it will gradually fade away and cease to exist, for you are no
longer feeding it energy. No longer will the focus be upon the little self. The ultimate goal is to
become a galactic Being and to eventually attain a universal consciousness. A Self-master seeks
his/her own highest truth and then lives that truth to the best of his/her ability. A master strives to
view the world and its great drama from a higher vantage point so the bigger picture is available.
Gradually, time will become malleable, for you will move beyond the linear time/space continuum. In
the not too distant future, your natural way of seeing will become more panoramic, and your
peripheral vision will expand to a degree. This phenomenon has already happened to some of the
leaders of the Way.
There is great concern that the devastation around the world is accelerating. We acknowledge
that this is true and will continue for some time as the Earth releases the negative patterns and
constrictive energies, for your Earth mother is striving to repair the damage that has been done to the
planet over the eons of time through humanity’s negative thoughts and actions. Humanity is
responsible for the present state of the Earth, and it is up to all of you, along with the assistance of
the Beings of the Higher Realms, to strive to correct as much of the damage as possible. You are being
supplied with the tools and the Sacred Fire energy necessary to accomplish this task; however, you
must incorporate and direct the energy appropriately. Your ascension and the Earth’s ascension are
inexorably tied together, and we are committed to assist you in every way possible. Peace
http://www.ronnastar.com

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
A Message from the Grandmothers
In these times of great chaos we need to use our lives as a walking prayer…..singing and
dancing our prayers….give thanks to the blessings that we have and bring peace into our hearts
through bringing balance within…..we need to stop looking outside of ourselves for leadership
….for each of our paths are unique… The Creator gave us all a great purpose… it is up to us to
find that purpose…. it is within….
The Grandmothers have came forward….they are marching now into the hearts of those that are
aware of the need to bring balance onto Our Earth….for our Mother now needs help for the ones
that are running out of control….for control….As we strengthen the powers within, the Yin
energy…we will meet the strength of the Yang with has put a tilt into the world. AHO!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Within Our Sisterhood:
As a Sisterhood we wish to offer support in all facets of loving compassion. We are wishing to reach out
to stand by our sister Sharon McErlane as she is taking care of her very ailing mother. We are with you
Sharon, Love and Light, The Sisterhood of the Planetary Water Rites.

Let us give our condolences to our Dear Sister Mary Ellen, Butterfly Woman. Her husband past gently
away last week and smiles down upon his most beloved. Let us comfort her in her time of need and
show her that we love and care for her through prayers of compassion.

By now I guess everyone has heard that Tonya Whitedeer was on Circle Connections Blog Radio. Here is
the link to the audio tape if you have missed the original timed program.
http://www.Blogtalkradio.com/circleconnections/2010/07/05/women-connecting-to-transform-the-gulfof-mexico-oil-disaster

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

More information on a Water Blessing Ceremony
The programming of water has been around for a long time. Water, like glass and quartz is
wonderful at taking on the vibrations around it. In more recent times, Dr, Masaru Emoto has
worked extensively with studying and even photographing the effects of focusing different
intentions into water. He has shown that all is needed is to 'show' the water a picture or words
overnight, and the water literally changes form. Dr. Emoto travels the world lecturing about his
findings.
Fill a glass jug or carafe with water - preferably rainwater or bottled water,
1. On a piece of paper the size of a large coaster, write 'World Peace' - you can design it as
you like with sacred geometry (I use the star of David - two triangles one on top of the
other - one turned upside down),

2. Place the coaster on your altar - then the carafe on top of that,
3. Also place on your altar a glass goblet,
4. Every day - meditate for a few minutes, then put your hands around the carafe of water
and focus lovingly on world peace,
5. Once you've done that, pour a goblet of the water and drink it.
6. Please note that you can put your own phrases into the water instead, personal peace is
the start of world peace.
It is well worth trying this exercise for two weeks, to see for yourself the effect it has on your
life.
Every person has a unique soul path and purpose. When you are in alignment with your path and
purpose, your life is filled with peace, joy and fulfillment. Soul Path Coaching is about helping
people align more deeply with their unique Truth. Daniella Breen has been working in this field
for over 12 years. Her website http://www.soulpathcoaching.com.au holds many powerful
resources and services designed for this purpose.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Dear Sisters:
This was sent to us last week. We feel that this would be an individual
choice for those that wish to support this Organization.
Founded in 2000, Heidelberg Christian Community & Medical Centre (HCCMC) is a Kenyan
Christian Relief and Development Non-governmental organization (NGO) dedicated to building
a just world through partnership and access to tools for sustained health, educational and socioeconomic development in Kisii Central district ,Nyanza,Kenya.
HCCMC provides vulnerable women and children access to the tools they need for a life of
dignity for themselves, their communities and their people.
HCCMC supported projects involve and benefit all community members irrespective of their
religious, political or ideological affiliation.
HCCMC and its partners are committed to learning, ethical practice, a human-rights based
approach, local participation, gender equality, making a positive contribution to social cohesion,
and respecting and appreciating cultural, ethnic, racial and religious diversity.
It is an initiative of the local women drawn from the Kisii community led by Ms Jane Simba,as
Chairperson of the Board of 7 and a volunteer staff of 5 ,all from diverse proffessional
backgrounds,ranging from medical/health ,education to business studies.Their motivation is to
help the vulnerable and the poor come out of poverty through improved health, relief and
spiritual care where the organization works in Kiogoro ,Kisii Central district of Nyanza province.
HCCMC is currently involved in improving livelihoods of women and children and their health
status in the project area. Its programmes have the following components:
-Community Health Evangelism
-Community Water and Sanitation programme
-Relief and Humanitarian Assistance

I am requesting for partnershipand fellowship with The Sisterhood of the Planetary Water Rites
our project area through provison of water and Latrine slabs for WATSAN project in
Menyinkwa,Kenya.
Heidelberg Christian Community e-mail heidelibergkenya@yahoo.com
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
As we collectively join our minds together as ONE for the Highest Good of the
Whole; we choose, envision and live in a New Earth where Peace, harmony and
love prevail.......as we continue to meditate and hold the Vision in all thoughts and
all things, our universe automatically aligns with the Highest and Greatest Good
for all, manifesting Heaven on Earth..." Whitefawn Star
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Beloved sisters, I thought you might want to share our Grandmother Drum AHAVA (Love) Family in Israel
and our medicine work with the waters in June 2009.

This work was done during Live H20 Concerts for the Living Waters at the Sea of Galilee.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4riQJB7Ocg, Blessings, White Eagle, Whirling Rainbow
Foundation
This is a must see…..so amazing….I want to go out and purchase a
Crystal Bowl….!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
About Our Web Site
We have finally put up the mysterious WWWWW page.

The WWWWW is an invitation to Women everywhere to dedicate love, prayer and ceremony to the
precious waters of our world, of our bodies, and to the free flowing emotional expression of the Divine
Feminine each month. A calendar of Moons and other days of special consideration will be maintained
at www.waterblessings.org where you can learn more about the Sisterhood and join with hearts and
prayers blessing the water around the world. Please send in your events on circles, water blessings, and
any other event or water information so that we all can jump on the same wave. This will be as a
calendar of events in date order.
Remember to stand outside with palms and hands up to the heavens to receive the
Star Nation People on July 11,th 2010 at Sunset…..welcome them with open hearts
for they are coming to help our Earth Mother.

We need more of your Bios and pictures….we only have about 20 and there must be about 75 members
that hold circles.
We will soon be putting up a blog page so that we can stay in contact daily, this is a big move for us.
We need to structure a Council of members (at least 10) so that when an issue comes up it will not fall
on only a few shoulders. We have a list of nominees and will contact them personally. If you would like
to volunteer to be on the council or if you want to personally nominate someone please e-mail either
Susan Gold .. susan@amarigold.comor myself waterblessings@msn.com

We will soon have a Store page for those that wish to link their web store pages to us so that we can
Network your products to more people.

Our Face book page information
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Sisterhood-of-The-PlanetaryWater-Rites/124939534208045
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
http://www.13moon.com/nature%27s%20cal%20page.htm
Day Out of Time
Annually July 25th
This is the last day of the galactic year
in the Mayan and Galactic calendar.
(13 moons of 28 days = 364 days ~
the extra day, the 365th day, is July 25,
the "Day Out Of Time") This is a special
day for ritual, meditation and prayer.
In 2010 there has been a call to give
love and thanks to the waters of the Earth.
Global Day for Festival and Community
Background ~ Jose Arguelles, Ph.D.
A Culture of Peace Through A Calendar of Peace
Yellow Self-Existing Star (7/25/10)
A description of this Day Out of Time
Red Overtone Moon Year
July 26, 2010 - July 25, 2011
"awakened awareness ... recurrence of
great cycles and great teachers"

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Prayer
Great and Eternal Mystery of Life, Creator of All Things,
We give thanks for the beauty You put in every single one of Your Creations
We are grateful that You made every stone, plant, creature
and human being a perfect and whole part of the circle of life.
We are thankful that You have allowed us to see the strength and beauty in everything.
Our humble request is that all of the Children of the Earth
Learn to see the same perfection in themselves.
May all of Your children know that Creation is an extension of Your Perfect Love.
Many Blessings to all of the Sisterhood of the Planetary Water Rites….
Grandmother Tonya Whitedeer, Susan Amari Gold, and Steven Andersen

